DEPARTMENTAL RECEPTIONS FOR THE CLASS OF 2020

Receptions held from 3:00pm–4:30pm

Cognitive Science
Bridge for Laboratory Sciences, South Atrium

Computer Science
Sanders Physics

Drama
Vogelstein Center for Drama and Film
114-Scene Shop

Earth Science and Geography
Ely Hall, Ely Lawn

Education
Maria Mitchell Building

English
Main Building, Ordan Meeting Room

Film
Frances D. Fergusson Quad

Greek and Roman
Sanders Classroom

History
Swift Hall, Campbell Room

Multi Disciplinary Programs
Old Laundry Building, Common Space/Lounge

Office of International Services
Main Building, Rose Parlor

Physics and Astronomy
Sanders Physics, 201 Physics Laboratory

Political Science
Rockefeller Hall, Room 200

Psychological Science / Neuroscience and Behavior
Bridge for Laboratory Sciences
Indoor Cafe/North Atrium